
Core Test Mechanic (1) 
There are two types of challenge: static and opposed.  Both types of challenge involve at least one test – a test 
is resolved by playing rock, paper, scissors.  Count out loud “one, two, three” and on three make whichever of 
rock, paper, or scissors you prefer.  Rock beats scissors, scissors beats paper, paper beats rock. 

 

 

Static Challenges are performed against a Storyteller or other crew member, representing simple scenarios 
that do not involve another character. The Storyteller defines the nature of the challenge and sets the 
difficulty.  You then establish your test pool, as follows: 

Attribute + Skill + Wild Card(s) = Test Pool 

“Wild Card” represents any added bonus you receive from equipment, other characters, merits, disciplines, or 
other environmental factors. It is possible to receive more than one wild card bonus. 

Then you test against the Storyteller by playing rock, paper, scissors as above.  If you win, compare your test 
pool to the difficulty.  If you have a greater test pool than the challenge’s difficulty rating, you score an 
exceptional success and may get some additional benefit; otherwise you get a normal success.  If you tie the 
test, compare your test pool to the difficulty: if your test pool is greater, you score a normal success, and 
otherwise you fail the challenge.  If you lose the test, you fail the challenge – and if you do not have the 
relevant Skill, you critically fail. 

You may be able to use one or more retests.  If your test pool is equal to or greater than double the difficulty, 
you can overbid to retest, once per challenge.  You may gain a retest from certain Merits.  You may choose to 
spend 1 Willpower to get a single retest per challenge (once per hour, when you are performing or resisting an 
action that exemplifies your Archetype, you can do this for free).  The results of the final test stand.  Please 
note that you can only get an exceptional success by outright winning every single test.  



Core Test Mechanic (2) 
Opposed Challenges resolve conflicts between two characters – one “attacker” (the person initiating the 
challenge) and one “defender” (the person being acted against). The attacker must state their victory 
condition; if they win, this is what will happen.  If they lose, it will not happen.  The victory condition needs 
to be appropriate to the situation, type of challenge, available equipment/powers, etc.  Your character must 
ordinarily be able to see the defender in order to attack them.  The defender can choose to relent and accept 
the victory condition if they wish. 

The attacker determines their attack pool using the same formula as above: 

Attribute + Skill + Wild Card(s) = Attack Pool 

The defence pool is determined by the type of attribute used by the attacker: 

 Physical Attribute + Skill + Wild Card(s) = Defence Pool 
 Mental or Social Attribute + Current Willpower + Wild Card(s) = Defence Pool 

You then test by playing rock, paper, scissors against each other, and establish the winner as above by 
comparing the attack pool to the defence pool rather than the test pool against the difficulty.  Only the 
attacker can score an exceptional success or critical failure.  The loser of the initial test may choose to retest, as 
above, using overbids, Merits, or Willpower. 


